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Acting Principal’s Report 

Every Child, Every Chance, Every Day 

Term 4 

Friday 24th 
November 

• Foundation 2024 
Transition No. 3  

• Whole School Assembly 

Monday 27th-
Thursday 30th 
November 

• Book Fair 
in the library  
8.30 - 9.00 am &  
3.30 - 4.00 pm 

Tuesday 28th 
November 

• L5 Melbourne Museum & 
IMAX Excursion 

Wednesday 
29th November 

• 2024 Foundation 
Information Night 

Monday 4th 
December  

• Curriculum Day  
Pupil Free Day 

Tuesday 5th 
December 

• Foundation Firefighters 
Incursion 

• L6 Luna Park Excursion 

Wednesday 6th 
December  

• L1 Melbourne Zoo 
Excursion 

• Foundation Firefighters 
Incursion 

Thursday 7th 
December  • Community Night 

Tuesday 12th 
December 

• Foundation 2024 
Transition No. 4 

Thursday 14th 
December 

• Moving Day 
• L6 Graduation 

Friday 15th 
December 

• 2024 Transition Day 
• Reports available on 

Compass 

Monday 18th 
December 

• Final School Assembly & 
Leadership Awards 
Ceremony 

• L4 Bowling Excursion 
• L3 End of Year Excursion 

Wednesday 
20th December 

• LAST DAY  
School finishes at 1.30pm 

Starting dates for 2024 

Wednesday 
31st January 

• Level 1 - 6 students start 
school 

Thursday 1st 
February 

• Foundation students start 
school 

Dear community, just under four weeks until the end of term!! 

Newsletters: The last newsletter for the year will be published in three 
weeks’ time,  Thursday 14th December. 

Community Night: is Thursday 7th December from 4:30pm to 6:30pm. 
Two huge community events in two months! Each class has been 
practising their performance and it is sure to please the crowd. Come join 
us on the synthetic soccer turf as we perform for you. There will be more 
information to come,  please ensure that you have this one in your diary!  

End of Term 4 2023: The last day of the 2023 school year is Wednesday 
20th December.  Students will be dismissed at 1.30pm. Camp Australia 
will be providing care from 1.30pm. 

Important Dates for the Remainder of 2023: To assist parents with the 
end of the school year, please find a selection of dates attached.  

Start of the school Year 2024: Next year our students start school as 
follows: 

• Levels 1 to 6 - Wednesday 31st January 

• Foundation – Thursday 1st February 

Information will be provided to the 2024 Prep parents about their start to 
school at the parent information session. 

Whole School Transition: will be on the 15th December. Our current 
Foundation to Level 5 students will be introduced to their new teacher 
and classmates.  Level 6 students entering state secondary colleges, will 
have their transition day at their 2024 secondary college on Tuesday 12th 
December. 

Foundation Parent Information Sessions: are being run over the coming 
weeks. 

• Friday 24th November 9.30 - 10.30am 

• Wednesday 29th November 6 - 7pm 

• Tuesday 12th December 9.30 - 11am 

We encourage parents to attend all these meetings. 

Enjoy the weekend! 

Dean Napier 
Acting Principal 

http://www.hughesdaleps.vic.edu.au/
mailto:hughesdale.ps@edumail.vic.gov.au


Assistant Principal’s Report 

AARON RICHARDS 

State Indoor Netball Team 

Hi my name is Jessie Sandow and this year I got the opportunity to represent my 
state in indoor netball. Indoor netball is exactly the same as outdoor except it is 
inside and there are no outs, there is a net around the whole court. 

I'm so excited for this week to come because on Friday the 24th of November I will 
fly out to Brisbane with my team and play two tournaments, 6s and 7s. 7s is just 
your normal netball but inside, and 6s and where there are 6 players on the court 
and  3 positions. Attack, Defence and Link. Links are able to go everywhere but the 
circle but they can shoot outside and score 2s. The Attackers stay in the attacking 
half and shoot all the goals and the Defenders just defend the opposition, hence the 
name defender. I usually play C, WA and Link, so my legs will definitely be painted 
on by  the end of the week. 

I am so proud of myself not just for getting into the team, but also at the start of the 
year my team voted me as the captain. So far I have loved my experience with my 
team and I am going to give nationals my all.      Jessie Sandow 

Congratulations, Jessie!  Hughesdale Primary School is extremely proud of your achievement of not only making the team, but 
also for being nominated by your peers as the captain! We wish you all the best for the State Championships.  

School Carnival 

What an amazing night was had by all!  The carnival was a 
huge success!  It was extremely pleasing to see so many 
people, of all ages, enjoying the rides, stalls and 
festivities.  A huge thank you to Jacqui, Rachel, Jodie and 
Bridgette for organising and running such a magnificent 
event.  As I mentioned at the last senior assembly, the 
carnival could not have taken place without the enormous 
efforts of so many parent volunteers.  To everyone who 
helped out on the night, thank you!  I must congratulate Mr 
Lowrie for the work and time he has put into teaching our 
students about underarm and overarm throws.  This was 
evident due to the amount of time the teachers and 
students were sent into the water on the dunk tank!   
I am very thankful it was a warm afternoon.   
I would also like to thank Rebecce Renz for capturing so 
many great moments of the carnival. 



Assistant Principal’s Report 

AMANDA SEACH 

Kindergarten Visits 
Over the past weeks, we've had the pleasure of 
welcoming three local kindergarten groups - 
Goodstart, Buckets, and Brine Street. It has 
been wonderful to continue to foster our 
relationships with these important partners. A 
stronger bond between kindergarten and 
school eases the transition from one learning 
environment to another. Our Goodstart and 
Buckets friends enjoyed a play on the 
playground, a story in the library with me 
(Somebody’s Land by Adam Goodes and Ellie 
Lang) and an activity in the Foundation area 
with Miss Giaccotto. Our Brine Street friends 
came with their packed lunch boxes to practice 
eating like ‘school kids’ and enjoyed a play on 
the equipment with Mrs Lillingston. 
  

Teacher Professional Learning 
Our Literacy Leader, Megan Lillingston, led an engaging moderation session for our 
teachers last week. Moderation is the process whereby teachers mark student work 
against the Victorian Curriculum Achievement Standards, justify with annotation and 
cross check with teachers across varied levels. This promotes the use of consistent 
assessment practices across all classrooms and empowers teachers within the school 
to describe and discuss student learning accurately. To aid the consistent application 
of the assessment standards, we utilized resources and work samples developed by 
the VCAA (Victorian Curriculum Assessment Authority). 

Why Icypoles? 

We all know in summer, it is dry, hot and 
all of us students would be sitting down 
in the shade, having nothing to do. But 
instead of us JAG just making them have 
a dress-up day or something like that, we 
decided why couldn’t we give people an 
icy, sweet treat on the best day of the 
week! And the money of the icypoles are 
going to be given to the sustainability 
team, who want to put aboriginal plants around our school.   

Why did we choose Berri Quelch? 

We chose to have two options, The Zooper Dooper no sugar, 
and the Berri Quelch. Majority of the JAG team chose Berri 
Quelch because we looked at the Ingredients and lots of fruit 
was listed down, and Zooper Dooper No Sugar had Artificial 
Colours and sweeteners, so we went with Berri Quelch. 

What we are going to do!  

At afternoon tea on Fridays weeks 6,7,8,9,10, we will have a 
Junior & Senior table. There will be 4 JAG reps ( the two reps 
from each class) that will sell the icypoles from the table (Jags 
will still need to pay a dollar if they want an icypole, no 
discounts!) and we will do the “get what you get and you don’t 
get upset” rule, that means we are randomly giving people a 
flavour, even if they like it or not. And there will also be one 
class from the Seniors and Juniors to clean up the area for 
people who chuck their rubbish on the ground. Then we would 
put the wrappers in the bin and also make sure that the 
Hughesdale Community is cleaner with no icypole wrappers and 
not a single one outside of our school.  



John Monash Science School Fair 

On Monday evening 20 November 2023, 
four of our students from Grade 5 
being Angelina, Alex H, Jindi and Caitlin did 
an awesome job representing HPS at the 
John Monash Science School Science Fair. 
Our students chose a science project, 
researched and investigated the theory and 
this culminated in them presenting their 
findings at the Fair including a visual 
interactive demonstration about how 
Ooblick changes states when different 
amounts of pressure are applied. Their 
presentation was really well received. We 
congratulate the student group for their 
exemplary efforts and in showcasing HPS in 
such a great way.  

Buddy Bowls 

Last chance to grab your child’s bowl $50 each 

We only have three bowls left…. 

Bowl 4, 6 and 7 are available.   
Below is a list of the Foundation and Grade 6 children 
who’s hand prints are on the bowl. 

Please email Jodie  
Jodiesdavis9@gmail.com If more than one person 
wants a particular bowl you will be asked to make an 
offer. Highest bid wins. 
 
Bowl 4 

 
Bowl 6 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bowl 7 

 

Emily S Chloe Connell 

Michael D Alistair Fitzgerald & Tyler Caton 

Zaid Liam Toddy 

Dimitri Konstantinos Kalafatis 

Nick R Connor Lawless 

Shayann Anthony Armatas 

George Lachlan Collins 

Finn Rex Caldow 

Ishara Eve Parker 

Paddy Luca Turski 

Girija Tate Tong 

Pinidi Sammy Goel 

Oliver Jacob Ng Yung Kiat 

Audrey Aviah Apokis and Penny Warfe 

Mariah Nimrit Sodhi 

Lachlan Mc D   

Samara Sufi Puri 

Arnav Jack Shen Wong 

Juing Lewis Gunasena-Turner 

Izzy Stathi Floros 

Jesse Stratos Vanikiotis 

Matthew Jaya Dhaaygude 

Lachlan Leo Grovier-Cole 

Mika Matilda Cheong 

mailto:Jodiesdavis9@gmail.com


Before & after school in our school library 
8.30 - 9.00 am & 3.30 - 4.15 pm 

Come along and browse, purchase a book and take it 
home with you.  Along with books there will be posters, 

activity packs & novelty stationary items. 

 

Hughesdale Primary School 

Book Fair 
Monday 27th-Thursday 30th November 

A Book Fair is like a Pop Up Bookstore in the library.  



Class Name of Student 
For Showing 
(Values) 

Reasons 

FC Olivia Obidiegwu Resilience  
• Olivia has shown great resilience starting not only at a new 

school, but in new country. You have worked hard to build 
new friendships. Welcome to Hughesdale Olivia! 

FD Nevaan Bajaj 
Personal Best 
Respect 

• For always entering the classroom with a huge smile and 
helping his friends start the day on a happy note! Nevaan 
takes care of all his FD friends and is always there to lend a 
hand when someone needs. Well done Nevaan!  

2A Aaniya Sebastian 
Teamwork 
Personal Best 

• Aaniya has worked productively by herself and with learning 
partners during group learning activities. She has worked 
through challenging maths (time) activities with her peers and 
strengthened her understanding of time.  

• Keep up the great work Aaniya! 

2B Hayden Lee 
Personal Best 
Team Work 

• For being a thoughtful and considerate student who always 
works well with others. 

• This was particularly evident during our Reading Groups 
• this week where you collaborated with your team to put on a 

fantastic play. Keep up the great effort Hayden! 

2C Harry Sigmund Personal Best 

• For showing great determination to write your Persuasive text 
on your favourite dessert. You thought deeply on how to 
persuade your reader and wrote an engaging and interesting 
text! Well done Harry! 

Term 4 Week 4  - Junior Hughesdale Hero 

Class Name of Student 
For Showing 
(Values) 

Reasons 

FC Tyler Caton Personal Best 

• Tyler has been putting his best foot forward during 
subtraction tasks this week, keen to not only share the 
answers with his peers but explain the different ways he was 
able to solve the problem. Well done Tyler! 

FD Daphne Woolard 
Teamwork 
Personal Best 
Respect 

• For being a kind, caring and considerate member of FD. You 
are always striving to be a wonderful friend to those around 
you, and are often the first to volunteer to help others.  

2A Samuel Boon 
Personal Best 
Resilience 

• Samuel has demonstrated his personal best throughout our 
persuasive writing unit. He has pushed and challenged himself 
to include sequencing words and organise his writing in a way 
that makes it easy to read. 

• Keep up the amazing writing work Samuel! 

2B Zach Wilson 
Teamwork 
Personal Best 

• For showing fantastic teamwork skills this week! You are 
enthusiastic, listen to others and demonstrate great 
collaboration skills. This was particularly evident during our 
Level 3 Brickworks Incursion! Keep up the great work Zach! 

Term 4 Week 5- Junior Hughesdale Hero 



Class Name of Student 
For Showing 
(Values) 

Reasons 

2B David Mi Personal Best 

• For always contributing his fantastic mathematics knowledge 
in an enthusiastic and engaged way during class discussions. 
This has been particularly evident during our mathematics 
unit about Time. It is great to hear you sharing your 
knowledge and building on the ideas of others! Keep up the 
fantastic effort David! 

2D Ananya Sriwal Personal Best  

• For her strong dedication to giving her best effort in all her 
tasks. Ananya has taken pleasure in applying the persuasive 
techniques she learnt to her writing on the topic of "Why 
Dogs Are the Best Pets.” She is friendly, inclusive, and playful. 
Well done, Ananya! 

2D Niyam Agarwal 
Respect  
Teamwork 

• For his participation and engagement in classroom discussions 
during our Persuasive Writing unit. Niyam is a fantastic role 
model to his peers and an attentive listener in the class. He is 
amicable, calm and friendly.  

2D 
 

Krish Manoj  
Respect 
 

• For setting a positive example by demonstrating good 
manners, being punctual, and staying responsible. Krish has 
shown an improvement in his listening skills and focus in the 
classroom. He is helpful, independent and understanding. 
Keep up the brilliant work Krish! 

Term 4 Week 5- Junior Hughesdale Hero cont: 

Class Name of Student 
For Showing 
(Values) 

Reasons 

3A Henry Costello 
Personal Best 
Resilience 

• His optimistic attitude towards learning and his eagerness to 
tackle demanding tasks head-on. 

3A Max Payne 
Personal Best 
Resilience 

• You exemplified kindness and compassion towards a fellow 
classmate. Your display of patience and support was deeply 
valued by both the recipient and myself, Mrs. Black. 

3B Sloane Zalcman  
Teamwork 

Personal Best  
Respect  

• Sloane is a thoughtful and considerate student who always 
works well with others.  She was an enthusiastic participant in 
our Poetry Slam.  Her haiku about The Explorer was my 
favourite! 

3B William Wallace  
Teamwork 

Personal Best  
Respect  

• William has shown a really positive attitude in class this 
week.  He enthusiastically supported his peers in need of a 
helping hand!  

3B Freddie Sigmund  
Teamwork 

Personal Best  
Respect  

• Freddie has shown a positive attitude in class this week (every 
week!)  She is a kind and thoughtful friend who always 
includes others.   

3C 
 

Jessie Zalcman Personal Best 
• Jessie worked hard to produce a detailed holiday recount, 

which she then edited and revised carefully. 

3C Joanna Kalafatis Personal Best 
• Joanna showed strong task commitment when completing her 

detailed recount about the Term 3 holidays. 

3C Flynn Davies Personal Best 
• Flynn worked hard to stay focussed to successfully complete a 

detailed recount about his exciting holidays.  

Term 4 Week 1 – Senior Hughesdale Hero 



Class Name of Student 
For Showing 
(Values) 

Reasons 

4A Penelope Kalafatis Resilience 
• Penelope is a sensitive student who effectively utilises a range 

of strategies to balance her thoughts and emotions.  

4B Shiv Mehta 
Respect 
Gratitude 

• For showing great enthusiasm during our recent excursion to 
Polly Woodside and the Lume. Shiv treated all the staff with 
respect and expressed gratitude for the opportunities he was 
given during the excursion.  

4C Tess Johnston 
Respect 
Gratitude 

• For her willingness to help out her peers and teachers with 
jobs around the classroom. You’re a superstar Tess! 

4C Jack Gallo 
Teamwork 

Respect 
• For the leadership,  responsibility and maturity that he 

displays when helping his peers in Maths. 

5B Alex Vardavakis 
Respect 
Gratitude 

• For your consistent positive attitude to learning even in the 
face of consecutive wet day timetables! Alex clearly loves to 
learn and appreciates all opportunities to gain knowledge. 

5C Phoebe Fang 
Personal Best  
Resilience  

• For her optimistic attitude towards learning and her eagerness 
to tackle demanding tasks head-on. 

5D Anthony Villegas 
Personal Best  
Resilience  

• For always striving to do your personal best during class. This 
week, you challenged yourself during Reading. Filling in the 
blanks was not easy but you persisted until the task was 
completed. It is the process that matters. Not the result. 

• Keep it up! Well done!  

6C Dimitri Grosios Personal Best 
• Starting Term 4 with a smile. Dimitri took time to make sure 

that his Holiday Recount writing was neat and included 
paragraphs. 

P Arts Nickolas Roussis 
Teamwork 
Resilience 

• Great job attending ‘Band’ club! You demonstrate persistence 
every time you try new things in the Performing Arts Space. 

Term 4 Week 1 – Senior Hughesdale Hero cont: 

Class Name of Student 
For Showing 
(Values) 

Reasons 

3A Ilyanna Hatzis 
Personal Best 
Resilience 

• For your commitment to understanding a tough topic and 
approaching the learning with a positive attitude and taking 
on additional work at home to master your understanding. 

3A 
Elliana Antoniou 
 

Personal Best 
Resilience 

• For your dedication to learning, Cora. You consistently 
inquire, welcome feedback, and put in persistent effort in 
every learning endeavour, regardless of its difficulty. 

3B 
Juliette  
Saville Crowe  

Teamwork  
Personal Best  
Respect  

• For your enthusiastic participation in all class activities.  We all 
appreciate your thoughtful insights.   

3B Jack Hopkins  
Teamwork  
Personal Best  
Respect  

• For being an inquisitive student who asks thoughtful 
questions in class.  And, for being a good friend to all!   

Term 4 Week 2 – Senior Hughesdale Hero 



Class Name of Student 
For Showing 
(Values) 

Reasons 

3C Rishi Patel Personal Best 

• For working hard to solve some challenging money activities 
in Maths. 

• For showing a high  level of motivation and independence 
when researching and recording information related to his 
information report on Taipans. 

3C Ishaan Pedagandham Personal Best 

• For responding enthusiastically to opportunities to apply and 
challenge himself when learning about money. 

• For staying focussed and working hard to complete a detailed 
animal report including many interesting facts about the 
Collared Peccary.  

4A Chloe Bennet Resilience • For always accepting responsibility and getting on with things. 

4B Alsiha Seth 
Respect 
Teamwork 

• For always offering to help teachers and students. She treats 
everyone with kindness and respect, and is always an 
encouraging team member. 

4C Alphonse Ong Personal Best 

• For the dedication and teamwork that he demonstrates for all 
tasks 

• For working hard to improve his handwriting and achieve his 
pen licence 

5B Philippa El-Daleh Personal Best 
• The fantastic effort you put into our speech-writing topic, it 

was great to see you put your thoughts into words and 
persuasive techniques 

5C Ethan Waterhouse Personal Best 
• For his persuasive speech introduction that included 

rhetorical questions, emotive language and the rule of three. 
Well done Ethan! 

5D Sybella Kentera Hosking 
Resilience 
Personal Best 

• For always striving to do your personal best during class. In 
the last week of Term 2, you challenged yourself by solving 
different problems for the topic “Time” in Maths. It was 
amazing to see you persist and continue even when it’s 
difficult. Keep it up! Well done!   

6A Jessie Sandow Teamwork 
• For always caring for her friends and helping them work 

through problems.  

6C Emily Scott 
Resilience 
Teamwork 
Personal Best 

• Demonstrating teamwork, personal best and resilience on 
Camp Marysville. It was wonderful to see Emily taking on the 
outdoor education challenges with a smile. 

Visual 
Art 

Alessio 
Lo Piccolo 

Personal Best 
Resilience 

• For your very creative ideas and completing your artwork 
with care 

• For showing resilience when needing to make changes to your 
work 

Term 4 Week 2 – Senior Hughesdale Hero cont: 



Class Name of Student 
For Showing 
(Values) 

Reasons 

3A Iva Babeesh Personal Best 

• You always give your best and show kindness to everyone. 
You're a great inspiration and make our environment 
supportive for everyone. Your hard work and kindness set a 
wonderful example. 

3B Elliot Panozzo  
Teamwork  
Personal Best  
Respect  

• For being a responsible and reliable class member who is also 
a kind and caring friend.   

3C Ashleigh Hester Personal Best 
• Ashleigh showed perseverance and task commitment when 

completing a range of money activities in Maths this week. 

3C Harrison Saario Personal Best 
• Harrison worked hard and stayed focused on his learning 

when completing a range of money activities in Maths this 
week. 

4A Tanvi Bhatt Personal Best 
• Tanvi has produced some outstanding work samples that 

demonstrate a huge leap in her learning. 

4B Deshna Arun 
Personal Best 
Respect 

• For always doing her personal best in all classroom activities! 
Deshna also treats her peers and teachers with kindness and 
respect.  

4C Eliza Thompson 
Personal Best 
Resilience 

• For working hard to build her confidence and fulfill her 
classroom job of ‘Roll Monitor’. This job involves speaking with 
a clear, loud voice in front of a crowd and Eliza has tackled it 
with ease. 

4C Ella Robertson 
Personal Best 
Resilience 

• For showing resilience towards challenging maths tasks in 
patterns and algebra 

• For striving to achieve her personal best in anything she sets 
her mind to. 

5B Isaac Pang 
Gratitude 
Teamwork 

• The positive attitude you brought to camp, patience when 
collaborating with others and the appreciation you showed for 
the opportunities you had. You’re a brilliant camper Isaac! 

5C Mira Yuan 

Resilience 
Gratitude Respect  
Personal Best 
Teamwork 

• During the Level 5 Camp, Mira exemplified every school value 
by actively participating in all the available experiences and 
consistently giving her best effort throughout the entire 
duration. 

6A Hannah Gallo Personal Best 
• For always striving to achieve her personal best in the 

classroom and achieving some outstanding academic results.   

6C Girija Parasnis Personal Best 
• Taking time and care when writing her speech reflecting on 

her time in Level Two. We can’t wait to hear her deliver her 
speech! 

Term 4 Week 3 – Senior Hughesdale Hero 



Class Name of Student 
For Showing 
(Values) 

Reasons 

3A Smith Hurren 
Personal Best 
Resilience 

• Your engagement and effort during our math unit on money.. 
Your passion for mathematics and your willingness to be 
challenged is shining through. 

3B Mackenzie Walters  
Personal Best  
Teamwork  
Respect  

• For interacting with others, across the school, in a kind and 
caring way.   

• For being a responsible class member who is always a reliable 
monitor.   

3B Dexter Peek  
Teamwork  
Respect  
Personal Best  

• For your positive attitude in class - you’re always quick with a 
joke! And, for your enthusiastic support of students who need 
a helping hand.   

3C Silvie Lillingston 
Respect 
Teamwork 

• For the kindness, enthusiasm and high level of responsibility 
you displayed when guiding your Prep ‘buddy’ to create their 
own paper plate panda during our Transition morning.  

4A Jack Fleming Respect 
• Jack’s mature approach to his peer interactions demonstrate 

high leadership capability and capacity. 

4B Nimish Prabhuzantye Personal Best 
• For doing his personal best during our unit on patterns and 

algebra. Nimish has worked really hard in class and has made 
some impressive improvements! 

4C Blake Conn 
Personal Best 
Resilience 

• For displaying enthusiasm and working towards his personal 
best during our Patterns and Algebra maths groups.  

5B Yash Parab Personal Best 
• Your engagement and effort during our Data Representation 

& Interpretation Unit. Your passion for mathematics has really 
been on display Yash! 

5C Krisha Janakiram 

Respect  
Teamwork 
Resilience 
Personal Best  
Gratitude 

• Krisha exemplifies all the core principles of Hughesdale when 
she's in the classroom. She consistently displays kindness and 
respect towards her fellow students, and she consistently 
puts in her utmost effort. She also expresses gratitude for her 
learning and showcases resilience when confronted with 
difficulties. 

5D Kiki Li  Respect 

• For showing respect to those around you at all times and for 
lending a helping hand to those who need it. Thank you for 
always being so courteous and using your manners. Keep it 
up! Well done!  

6A 
 

Lewis Corben Personal Best 
• For getting involved in maths discussions more actively and 

showing mature work habits in preparation for high school. 

6B Laura Li Personal Best 
• For delivering an outstanding graduation speech confidently 

and with enthusiasm.  

6C Naysa Agarwal Personal Best 
• Developing her Maths skills as we explored Patterns and 

Algebra. She solved some very hard algebraic problems! 

French 
 

Bridgette Laing 5B 

Kiki Li 5D 

Team Work and 
Personal Best 

• For your enthusiastic participation in class and being great 
classroom helpers. 

Term 4 Week 4 – Senior Hughesdale Hero 



Class Name of Student 
For Showing 
(Values) 

Reasons 

3A Ryann Curry 
Personal Best  
Teamwork 

• For consistently sharing his thoughtful comments in our class 
discussions, adding valuable insights. His wide knowledge and 
diverse interests enrich our learning with new and fascinating 
information for everyone. 

3B Tanvee Swain  

Resilience  
Personal Best  
Teamwork 

Respect 
Gratitude  

• For your amazing attitude on camp!  Despite some initial 
reservations, you tackled all the activities with bravery and 
fearlessness.   

3B Hamsini Seri   

Resilience  
Personal Best  
Teamwork 

Respect 
Gratitude  

• For your amazing attitude on camp!  Despite some initial 
reservations, you tackled all the activities with bravery and 
fearlessness.   

3C Kobe Firth Personal Best 
• For staying focussed on his work and completing a detailed 

report about his favourite animal… kangaroos! 

4A Danny Haitidis Teamwork 

• Danny is always undertaking tasks that are for the benefit of 
our class, such as volunteering to sweep our classroom floor 
after breaks. 

4B Rijker Nadji Gratitude 

• For approaching our school camp with a positive attitude and 
showing gratitude for every opportunity he was provided 
with!  

4C Amelie Savio 

Teamwork 

Resilience 

Gratitude 

• For displaying gratitude and teamwork during activities at 
Year 4 Camp. 

• For showing resilience during challenging tasks (the Giant 
Swing) and having the confidence to give it a go. 

4C Stan Wilson 
Teamwork 

Resilience 

• For displaying enthusiasm and teamwork during activities on 
Year 4 Camp at Phillip Island. Well done for giving the 
experience a go, Stan! 

5C Ruby Nguyen 
Resilience 

Personal Best 

• For your resilience to catch up and complete your learning 
task after being absent last week. You showed persistence 
and put your best efforts into the quality of your work and 
managing your time. Well done!  

5D George Naulls 
Personal Best 
Resilience 

• Thank you for always doing your personal best during 
independent work, and for not giving up and showing how 
resilient you can be when you encounter difficult tasks. Keep 
it up! Well done!  

6A Nellie Vincent Teamwork 
• For always being so willing to support other students with 

Leadership responsibilities and doing so with a smile.  

6C Olivia Renz Personal Best 
• Working extremely hard to solve some difficult algebraic 

problems. Excellent work applying your Maths skills. 

Term 4 Week 5 – Senior Hughesdale Hero 



Class Name of Student 
For Showing 
(Values) 

Reasons 

3A Emerson Meikle 
Resilience 
Personal Best 

• For facing and conquering a personal fear, especially during 
our Phillip Island adventure camp, is a huge achievement. I'm 
incredibly proud of you. 

3A Abby Blake 
Resilience 
Personal Best 

• Abby, your determination to participate in every camp activity 
and your exceptional resilience have truly impressed me. I'm 
incredibly proud of you. 

3B Thomas Wood  
Personal Best 
Teamwork  
Gratitude 

• For working cooperatively with peers on learning activities. 
And, for offering help and supporting your friends in class and 
in the yard.  

3C Vincent Montague Personal Best 
• Vincent worked hard over a series of lessons to finally finish 

researching and drafting his interesting written report about 
the Bigfin Squid. Great effort Vincent! 

4A Luke Hollands Resilience 
• Luke worked hard on camp to stay focused and to make the 

most of every opportunity. 

4B Dijana Cvetkocic Respect 
• For being a fantastic helper during the Foundation transition 

session. Dijana was extremely kind to the younger students 
and helped them with their work. 

4C Rayyan Khan Personal Best 
• Rayyan has produced some incredible writing pieces due to 

his thorough and detailed research and word choices. Keep up 
the amazing work! 

6A Christina Papadopoulos Personal Best 
• For delivering a really well-written graduation speech with 

confidence and enthusiasm and being really organised with 
cur cards.  

6C Zaid Chkhaidem 
Personal Best 
Resilience 

• Amazing effort exploring tricky algebraic problems in Maths. 
Zaid’s positive attitude ensured he persevered with some 
difficult equations. 

Term 4 Week 6– Senior Hughesdale Hero 

Class Name of Student 
For Showing 
(Values) 

Reasons 

3A Elvis Cullen 
Personal best 
Teamwork 

• You're always ready to help classmates and the teacher with 
computer issues. It's been awesome to watch you go away 
and figure out tough problems by being proactive. 

3C Gunjan Yadav 
Personal Best 
Respect 

• Gunjan worked hard over a series of lessons to independently 
research and draft her information report about Snow 
Wolves. She shows respect by speaking to others kindly and 
using her manners. 

4A Ada Karahalios Gratitude 
• Ada was gracious, polite and respectful towards all of her 

peers and teachers while on school camp. Excellent work Ada. 

4B Sanvi Lingamnini 
Respect 
Gratitude 

• For showing kindness and compassion to all her peers. Sanvi 
also shows gratitude for every learning opportunity.  

6C Shayaan Sheikh Personal Best 
• Developing his public speaking skills. Shayaan delivered a 

wonderful speech to his peers about his experiences in Level 
Six. He has also confidently read aloud in Literature Circles. 

Term 4 Week 7 – Senior Hughesdale Hero 





Christmas is coming! 
Saturday 2nd December 12:00 – 3:00 pm 

Coatesville Uniting Church 
1050 North Rd Bentleigh East 

• Carols 
• Craft activities 
• Table games 
• Play equipment 
• Book borrowing for all ages 

• Our famous FREE sausage sizzle! 
Performances from local groups starting at 1.00pm: 
• Clasax Mixed Woodwind Ensemble  
• O’Grady Drama  
• Rusichi Character Dance Ensemble 
• Mini Maestros  
• Hughesdale Primary School Glee Club 

Come and enjoy relaxing family time amongst  
your local community.  

Enquiries - Tel: 0417 456 877 




